1. **The big tuna** Now that’s a tuna! Visitors to Lebanon Turf in Lebanon, Pa., will see this bad boy greeting them in the lobby.

2. **Last call** Following the end of the Palm Beach GCSA golf tournament, (from left) Bob Jacks, Stonebridge G&CC, Boca Raton, Fla.; John Spiwak, Eastpointe CC, Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.; Jim “Jimmy Mac” McDonald, Florida Superior Sand Inc.; Seth Jones, Golfdom; and Larry “Biff” Balko, Presidential CC, West Palm Beach, Fla. decided that “last call” didn’t apply to anyone so handsome. Boy, were they wrong.

3. **Fishing for Pro V1s** Jacks asked for us to look away — LOOK AWAY! — as he and his playing partner went fishing for a lost tee shot. Our question: If you hit your drive there, how did you still card a birdie on the hole? Turns out that tuna photo isn’t the only thing that’s fishy here...

4. **It’s gotta be the shoes!** Biff wails away for the fences, but it’s all good... he can’t swing out of his shoes when he’s wearing flip flops.

5. **Vulcan nerve pinch** Robert Anderson, Royal Palm Yacht & CC and Tom Phillips, Floratine, smile for a photo. Moments after this shot Anderson blacked out — the apparent victim of a Vulcan nerve pinch.

6. **Characters welcome** (L to R) Smithco’s Jim Block, Jones, Golfdom’s Pat Roberts and Smithco’s Don Smith at a recent lunch at the Palms in Philadelphia. The Palms is known for its many caricatures painted on the walls. We’re pretty sure we saw Roberts’ likeness painted near the men’s room. Or was that Stone Cold Steve Austin?